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A study of Biomedical Information Extraction systems: Designing a tool to extract
symptoms from clinical text
by Shrey Gupta
With the escalation of medical/healthcare data, the need for automation has increased. The
augmentation of automation desires newer and better technologies. SymEx, is one such tool
that aims to parse the documents present in this domain. It works on clinical text and is
used to extract symptoms/syndromes from theses text. It has a state-of-the-art Information
Extraction engine at its core which parses the user entered file and produces the symptoms
mentioned in it. Then these symptoms are double checked using context analysis with the
negex algorithm. The final list of symptoms produced are displayed to the user via a web
portal. The web portal has a GUI which display the list of finals symptoms along with their
MedGen ID’s. The user is given an option to print the final report. SymEx is the only tool
in its domain that semantically parses the clinical text and generates results such as the
symptoms and disorders present in it. Its uniqueness is due to its simplistic and easy to use
GUI, and accurate results.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“In the next 10 years, data science and software will do more for medicine than all of the
biological sciences together” - Vinod Khosla , source Google
One of the major hurdles of the century that the Biological/Medical Science field is facing
is the task to extract useful information from the surfeit of data available online. How does
one read this surplus of text? There are millions and millions of articles/records (clinical
documents, patient reports, disease analysis/findings, etc) available on the web that have
substantial insights to get us the next breakthrough in finding a cure for the so called
‘incurable’ diseases. But can they be read by a single person or a research group alone? The
professionals in this domain would agree that this would be a humongous and cumbersome
task for such a small group. Even if numerous research groups across multiple laboratories
collaborate; they would find it extremely strenuous. Thus, a need for automation of text
processing arises out of this. Curation using computation has become the need of the hour.
Researchers/Professionals have to invest time and effort to devise techniques/innovation in
Natural Language Processing : Information Extraction [1] and Machine Learning that
can parse these documents and extract useful information from them. The information on
the web can categorized into three types: structured, semi-structured and unstructured [5].
According to [2], Structured data refers to data present in databases in the form of tables
and records. They can be easily extracted using Query languages for the database such as
SQL, Cypher, etc. Semi-Structured data refers to the information that does not reside in any
database but follows some structure which allows it to be manipulated and stored in the
database if/when required. The data contained in .csv, .xml, .json falls under this category.
Unstructured data is the information present in word/text documents, emails, reports,
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presentations, webpages, audio/video files, logs and so on. It equates to 80% of data present
on the web, and cannot be parsed easily and accurately to fit into a database.

1.1 What is Useful Information?
Useful Information in Information Extraction (IE) is the data which is of relevance and
provides some knowledge about the context of the document. It usually consists of name
of the person/organization/concept to which the document refers to and any other
information such as date, time, place and so on. For example, [3] if the following
sentence is given:

Jim bought 300 shares of Acme Corp. in 2006.
The IE would produce the following information from it:
Name of the Person: Jim
Name of the Organization: Acme Corp
Date: 2006
No. of shares Bought: 300
The above example shows us the capabilities of an IE. This extracted information can then
be stored using a semi-structured or structured format.

1.2 Difficulties with Natural Language Processing
As

we

know,

the

unstructured

data

is

usually

present

in

the

Natural

‘human-understandable’ language and format which makes it difficult to be processed by a
machine. But why is the unstructured text difficult to be processed? This is due to the fact
that it does not contain any specific structure. Let us take an example from [4] to
understand this better.
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RBI raises interest rates.
The above sentence states that RBI has increased the interest rates (rate of interest). This
meaning is very clear to normal human being. However, a machine can also interpret this as
the rates have been interested by someone (RBI here) and may take it in the form of,
RBI raises, interest rates.
Even though this doesn’t make any sense but a machine cannot comprehend it the way we
do. It has no intuition and knowledge of a language except for the rules that we feed to it.
The natural language text presents a number of challenges. (see [4,5])
● Presence of Idioms: Idioms according to [6], is a group of words with a cumulative
meaning; which if used separately would not convey the same meaning as the
group. For example, Dark horse, throw in the towel, etc.
● Ungrammatical and Non-Standard language: Most of the articles/posts on social
media these days do not stick to the conventional language syntax and use
abbreviated words and acronyms which cannot be understood by a machine.
● Tricky/Ambiguous sentences: Sometimes the common nouns act as a proper noun
when they are not represented properly. For example (see [5])
Let it be was recorded.
In the above example we are able to understand that ‘Let it go’ probably refers to a
song whereas a machine might not be able to decipher this until it is told. The better
way to represent this information would be in the following way.
‘Let it be’ was recorded.
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Hence, a general drawback with Natural Language processing is that the sentences are not
uniformly worded, and their structures are such that it is difficult to place them under the
umbrella of a certain pattern or regular expression. There isn’t a definite syntax to which
the languages adhere. Also, machines do not work the way a human mind does. Logic and
patterns have to be fed into them; so that they can make sense of the data. And we haven’t
reached a breakthrough in Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence to mimic a human
brain with all its fuzzy logic. Thus, we can all agree to the fact that newer technologies are
needed in the field of Natural Language Processing to extract information from these
web-corpuses.
Hence it comes down to the Semantic Parsing and Information Extraction techniques
present in the domain of Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning to parse these
documents/records and extract the useful information.

1.3 History of Information Extraction Systems
Information Extraction systems started to get traction during the early 1980’s. The first IE
was called the ATRANS system [7] which was used for extraction of information from the
messages that were passed among the banks regarding the money transfer. JASPER [8] and
SCISOR [9] were other IE’s which were used to extract information from corporate reports
regarding earnings and mergers respectively. These systems used the Knowledge
Engineering IE approach. In the KE model, certain rules and patterns are defined by the
linguistic experts by thorough inspection of test data set and intuition. This is an iterative
process; where the first step usually considers a small number of rules and over the time
increases them with knowledge discovery. Due to the need of a linguistic expert these
extraction systems were very domain-specific. They required different set of rules for
different domains and thus acted like a black box, consisting of no modularity and
generalization.
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The subsequent IE systems aimed at being a more general-purpose IE as they were more
modular and could accommodate to any language/domain [10]. One such Information
Extraction system was FASTUS (see,[11]) that was designed using cascaded
non-deterministic finite state transducers. Each finite state transducers represented a stage
of the IE. This introduced modularity in the system and the output of each stage served as
the input to another stage. The advantages of using a finite state machine was twofold:
firstly the finite state machines have a more efficient time & space complexity as numerous
optimization algorithms exist for them and secondly, since an IE mirrors a similar flow of
control as that of a cascaded finite state machine (as both consists of modules connected
through the output of the previous module), it becomes easier to execute it and implement
modularity. As stated in [9], this type of design scored top marks in simplicity, modularity
and maintainability.

Figure 1.1: FASTUS Architecture. It is divided into 5 modules, from left-right; (1) Complex Words, (2) Basic Phrases, (3)
Complex Phrases, (4) Domain Events, (5) merging Structures

In the above diagram we have the FASTUS architecture (a modular IE architecture) which
has 5 levels namely: (i) Complex Words level which includes the recognition of
multiwords, (ii) Basic Phrases level where the sentences are tokenized by their
segmentation into noun groups, verb groups and particles. (iii) Complex Phrases level
where unlike Basic Phrases level, complex noun and verb groups are identified, (iv)
Domain Events level where patterns are searched concerning the domain and then
13
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structures are formed that encode the information about the entities in patterns, and (v)
Merging Structures level where structures from different parts of the text are merged if they
point to the same entities.
By the late nineties and the early 2000, these modular KE systems were also getting
obsolete [9]. They usually had two major components; a generic core engine and a
knowledge base. The generic core engine could be used for any other system, whereas a
knowledge base was domain specific. The knowledge base usually had three levels:
1. Level 1 or the lowest level consisted of lexicons and gazetteers which could be used
for basic knowledge discovery.
2. Level 2 or a higher level consisted of ontologies and thesauri which would help
identify complex relationships among the objects of the knowledge.
3. Level 3 or the highest level belonged to self-curated patterns and logic/reasoning
rules which were used to identify significant entities and events that were generally
missed by the above two modules.
The above process of handcrafting domain specific rules and patterns was a very difficult
and tiresome task. This led to the need of Trainable Information Extraction systems.
They were given such a name because they used Machine Learning techniques to train their
knowledge bases and relied very less on self-curated rules.
The trainable IE systems required human effort towards annotating training data and not
knowledge engineering. This reduced the overload from both the system developer and
domain expert and was handled only by the latter. Supervised Learning algorithms were
used in these systems. According to [12], Supervised Learning is a machine learning
technique where the algorithms learns from the supervised training data. A supervised
training data consists of training examples that are pairs of input and desired output values.
The

algorithm

analyzes

the

training

data

and

produces

a

function

called

Classifier/Regression Function. This output function predicts the output value for an input
object. The input is mostly unseen and the algorithm learns from the training data on how
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to predict such objects. However, the efficiency of the supervised learning algorithm
depends upon the complexity of the learning task and the quantity of available training
data. The quantity of available training data is directly proportional to the efficiency of the
supervised learning algorithm.,
Available annotated Training data  ∝  E
 fficiency of algorithm
Whereas it is inversely proportional to the complexity of the learning task,
Complexity of the learning task  ∝  1 /(Efficiency of algorithm)
Since we have no control over the complexity of the learning task, the only way to elevate
the efficiency of the algorithm is by focussing on the annotation of the training data set.
Recent researches have tried to move in this direction. There are Active Learning
algorithms that use small data set initially and based on this the ‘learner’ decides which
examples would be best suited as the ‘candidate examples’ in a much larger data set; for
maximum gain. There are also Bootstrapping algorithms where initial ‘seeds’ or annotated
examples are provided and based on this the algorithms proceeds without any supervision
until it reaches ‘convergence’.
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Chapter 2
Methodology
“Data will talk to you if you’re willing to listen” - Jim Bergeson, source Google

2.1 Overview
During the course of my thesis, we designed a tool, SymEx, where clinicians could enter
text from the clinical records/documents, that comprises of medical jargons and diseases,
and their associated symptoms in a convoluted context form. SymEx uses the principles of
Information Extraction, and finally presents the user with a list of symptoms that can help
them gather insights about the stated diseases. It is web tool and is not present on the
mobile platform as the logistics for such a mobile-based tool is not possible and would
carry many difficulties. It has a simple, pleasant and interactive user interface where an end
user can simple input the clinical text. SymEx also consist of guidelines which the user
should try to adhere to in order to achieve accurate results. These guidelines describe the
formatting of the input text before it is fed to the tool.
SymEx started with an idea to create a portal which would allow the clinicians to gather
some insights into the diseases by extracting their symptoms. We used the Online
Mendelian Inheritance in Man dataset which is collection of clinical insights into Genes
and Rare Diseases for testing the Information Extractor of our tool. The dataset consisted of
21,395 cumulative files out of which 6,622 (~31%) files belonged to the diseases. Although
the files were already analyzed and symptoms present in them were already extracted
manually; but we wanted to automate this process. This dataset also acted as testing dataset
due to the presence of the manually extracted symptoms. Below is a figure showcasing the
workflow of SymEx. In abstract it is a six step process with numerous internal steps.
16
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Figure 2.1 SymEx tool’s workflow pipeline. It includes six steps in the order, (i) User Input, (ii) Text Processing, (iii)
Biomedical Information Extraction, (iv) XML Parsing & Negex File Generation, (v) Negation Annotation and (vi) Results &
Report Generation

The SymEx’s workflow pipeline consist of the following steps that describes its working:
1. User Input: The end user/clinician enter the clinical text on the web portal.
2. Text Processing: The entered text is tokenized and parsed for the IE
3. Biomedical Information Extraction: The text is semantically parsed to extract
symptoms.
4. XML Parsing & Negex File generation: The symptoms file is parsed to extract the
pre-final symptoms list and a negex file is created for the negation annotator.
5. Negation Annotation: Context of the symptoms are checked.
6. Results & Report Generation: Symptoms list is displayed in a reportable format.
17
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2.2 User Input
As shown in Fig 2.1, the first step of the SymEx workflow is totally dependent on the end
user. The user enters the clinical text inside a textarea provided on the mainpage of the tool.
Once the user enters the text, s/he clicks the submit button which sends the text data at the
backend of the tool. At the core of the tool lies an Information Extractor and a Negation
Annotator which filters out the symptoms from the text. According to [13], clinical records
are the various format documents that are produced by the health professionals during the
time of patient care. The variety of documents include:
● Handwritten notes
● Computerized records/documents
● Correspondence related to clinical matters (emails, faxes, etc)
● Laboratory results such as X-ray images, photographs, audio/video recordings, etc.
From the above mentioned records; we are interested only in written documents whether
they are handwritten or computerized. However, for a smooth processing of these
documents and for better results; SymEx requires the user to follow certain guidelines
while feeding it the text.


Figure 2.2 Venn Diagram representing the idle format for clinical text
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The above Venn diagram in Fig 2.2 explains the idle format for a clinical text. Hence, the
user needs to keep the following rules (see [SymEx website/How it works]) in mind :
● The sentences should have a non-paragraphical structure rather that bullet points
structure.
● There shouldn’t be any non-ASCII characters.
● Headings and subheadings should be removed if possible.
● Headers, footers and Parentheses are also unwanted and should not be included.
Although following the above guidelines does not guarantee a cent percent accuracy score,
but it would give the best possible results for the entered text.

2.3 Text Processing
The second step of the SymEx’s pipeline includes processing of the user entered text. Not
much processing is performed in this stage as the Information Extractor already consist of a
text processing level where sentence tokenization, removal of unwanted white spaces and
newline characters and identification of punctuation signs, acronyms, etc takes place. In
this stage the system looks out for the presence of non-ASCII characters. Since these
characters can be an integral part of the text, therefore they are not removed, instead an
error report is generated on the portal, indicating their presence. The tool also looks for any
unwanted newline characters or spaces and removes them for a better structure. The Fig 2.3
below explains this process.

Figure 2.3 Workflow of Text Processing stage
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2.4 Biomedical Information Extraction
2.4.1 Overview of Information Extraction
The task of Information Extraction involves identifying keywords/concepts in a text
document and ignoring the remaining/unimportant details in the document (see,[11, 14).
This is achieved by training the IE system to look for some particular concepts or keywords
reflective of the domain. A domain-specific corpus of text files are used as a learning
dictionary which aids in extracting the above mentioned keywords/concepts. The different
types of file-types such as xml, csv, etc are easy to read; however a text file is hard to
process due to its varying syntax and semantics. Hence, we use the concept of Semantic
Parsing in the Information Extractor that analyzes the logic and tries to make sense of the
retrieved concepts of the text files. To put it simply, an Information Extractor is used to
retrieve factual information from raw/unstructured text. A more detailed explanation
about an IE system’s working can be found here (see,[11,15]).
Often Information Extraction and Information Retrieval terminologies are used
interchangingly, however a major difference exist between the two techniques. Information
Extraction is the technique of extracting concepts, keywords and facts from a document or
a group of documents. Whereas, Information Retrieval is extracting a subset of documents
from a collection of documents. The subset pertains to all those documents in a particular
domain which can give relevant information regarding the concept that was searched. An
IR system usually searches for some keywords in these documents which if matched,
makes the document a potential candidate. More the frequency of matched keywords in the
document; more is its chance to rank higher in the results. Hence, the IR system ranks these
selected documents in order of their relevance (The lowest ranked being most relevant). As
already stated above; an IE does not search for a subset of documents but facts and
20
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keywords in these documents. It then extracts these facts and present them in a structured
form. This makes IE a difficult task to achieve due to its deep learning behaviour.

2.4.2 Working of an Information Extraction System
2.4.2.1 Dataset Collection and Creation
Initially, a corpus of text files is created/downloaded for the IE. This dataset would be used
to train the Information Extractor to look for keywords and phrases in the entered text. The
keywords and phrases that were searched were domain specific (Biomedical domain in our
case). They can be anything ranging from names of individuals or places, important dates,
medical conditions or symptoms, etc. In our case; the IE searched for a list of keywords
belonging to different biomedical concepts. These belonged to the Metamap [16]
SemanticTypes present at [https://metamap.nlm.nih.gov/Docs/SemanticTypes_2013AA.txt]
and can be found in the Appendix A Table A.1. There are about 133 concepts in this table
which have been taken from the UMLS Metathesaurus. The Metamap uses SPECIALIST
[19] lexicon for its knowledge source or dictionary, and implements SPECIALIST minimal
commitment parser [17] for the syntactic analysis of the text. The SPECIALIST lexicon
belongs to the UMLS knowledge sources [19]. Our Biomedical Information Extraction
based portal uses the techniques of the Metamap tool and has been created by extending its
functionality.
2.4.2.2 Data cleansing and analysis
The text entered by the user is first parsed (cleansed) to extract the Title and Body of the
text. Other parts of the text such document date and authorship are also extracted if present.
The title, date and authorship are stored in data structures such as vectors, lists, etc so that
they can be accessed later. The body of the document consists of the main quota of the
clinical text and hence it is parsed in order to analyze its structure/skeleton such as the
number of paragraphs, unwanted blank spaces and newline characters and separators such
as headings and subheadings.
21
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The document cleansing process involves Tokenizing it. Tokenization; in Natural
Language Processing means splitting into the smallest unit possible. According to this
definition, the smallest unit would refer to a character in the document. However,
tokenization can be of three types namely: (i) Character Tokenization, (ii) Word
Tokenization, and (iii) Sentence Tokenization. Word Tokenization means splitting the text
into the constituent words. Character tokenization means splitting the text into the
characters used in the text (Generally character tokenization is not used in language
processing tasks). Similarly Sentence Tokenization also called as Sentence Boundary
Detection means splitting the text into the individual sentences. According to [18], a
sentence by definition refers to a group of words which are complete in itself i.e they do not
require the help of other sentences/words to make sense. It contains a subject and a
predicate and terminates using a punctuation mark. Hence, we split the text into constituent
sentences and words. We also identify the capitalized words as they can be acronyms,
punctuation signs, hyphenated words, etc. The Fig 2.4 below explains the flow of events in
Data cleansing and analysis stage.

Figure 2.4 Workflow in the Data cleansing and analysis stage,
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The figure above provides a very simplistic explanation of the flow of events in the
cleansing and analysis stage. The first part of the process is Analysis where title, body, date
and authorship of the text is extracted. Simultaneously skeleton analysis takes place where
paragraphs, blank space and newline characters are identified and removed. Also,
acronyms, punctuation signs and hyphenated words are identified. Then the analyzed text is
sent to the Data Cleansing stage where Tokenization takes place. In our Biomedical IE,
sentence tokenization is implemented in the Information Extraction engine.
2.4.2.3 POS tagging
According to [20], Tagging is the technique of associating each token in the text with

descriptors or tags. These descriptors can account to anything, ranging from
parts-of-speech tags to semantic descriptors and so on. This is similar to categorizing the
tokens into categories in order to extract meaning out of them. POS tagging is the acronym
for Parts-Of-Speech tagging and casually means to assign parts-of-speech tag to each token.
It is usually done using a dictionary look-up [21]. The dictionary for the POS tagger
contains parts-of-speech for different forms of a word. The various parts-of-speech are: (i)
Noun, (ii) Pronoun, (iii) Adverb, (iv) Verb, (v) Adjective, (vi) Propositions, (vii)
Conjunction, and (viii) Interjections. For example, swim can be used as both a noun and a
verb. The POS tagger then uses Disambiguation technique to assign a POS tag to the
words. Disambiguation technique relies on contextual analysis and is the most difficult
problem in POS tagging. For the unknown words; the tagger uses a Lexicon and Guessor
which contain list of words and their parts-of-speech and unknown tokens respectively. The
above process can be neatly put in a workflow chart for the POS tagging [22]. The pipeline
would be as presented in Figure 2.5 below.
Our Information Extractor used the Xerox parts-of-speech tagger [23] for this stage. Other
POS taggers such as, Stanford POS tagger, GENIA tagger and BLLIP parser can also be
used. Although the latter two are more fit for Biomedical data.
23
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Figure 2.5 POS tagger pipeline.

In the figure above there are four steps included in a POS tagging pipeline: (i)
Pre-processing of text, (ii) feeding the tokenized text to the Lexicon, and (iii) Guesser,
where the ambiguity is resolved as the Lexicon associates the ambiguous words with some
POS tags based on a probabilistic approach and Guesser fills in the remaining gaps. Finally
(iv) Disambiguation, resolves the unambiguous context using contextual analysis.
2.4.2.4 Named Entity Recognition
Named Entity Recognition is the technique to detect entities in the text, such as names of
people, places, organizations, dates, etc. NER is performed by maintaining extensive record
of lexicons, ontologies or thesauri as discussed in the Dataset creation stage. This corpus is
used to compare the keywords/concepts in the text and extract the useful ones. As we can
see in the Figure 2.6 below, a NER has a similar pipeline to an Information Extraction
24
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engine. This is because a NER is a sub-system (having lesser functionality and fewer
results) of the Information Extraction System.

Figure 2.6 A Named Entity Recognizer Pipeline. [42]

In the diagram above, the first stage is similar to the Data Collection and Creation stage,
whereas the second stage resembles the Data Analysis and Cleansing stage of the
Information Extraction technique. For the recognition of named entities, numeric entities
and events & relations we utilize the annotated or tagged dataset/corpus. A tagged dataset
refers to a corpus where each type of entities are annotated. It makes it easier for the NER
algorithm to detect the ‘named entities’. Normalization [40,41] means standardizing the
values obtained after the NER process. This is implemented using the ontologies or gold
standards. In the case of Biomedical IE systems, ontologies like HPO, MeSH, etc can be
used for standardization.
25
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2.4.2.5 Syntactic Analysis and Pattern Matching
Syntactic analysis is performed because the NER process is usually shallow and unable to
generate all necessary keywords and concepts from the text. Syntactic analysis involves
creating a parse tree for each sentence. A parse tree or syntax tree is the tree formed during
POS tagging a sentence, and is embedded with any additional annotations, for a better
semantic analysis. Then pattern matching is performed using predefined patterns formed
using some linguistic knowledge (this is usually performed by the language expert). These
patterns are searched for in the parse tree. The extracted keywords form these parse trees
are then searched for in the corpora dictionary to find matches. The matches are utilized as
a contender keywords/concepts and act as results of the Information Extractor.
The subsequent stages in the Metamap tool were Variant generation, Candidate Retrieval,
and Candidate Evaluation [16]. The Variant generation phase deals with production of
variants using the SPECIALIST lexicon and a database of synonyms. Then in the
Candidate Retrieval phase all the potential candidates containing atleast one variant are
retrieved. In the Candidate Evaluation phase, the best candidate is matched using a
linguistically principled evaluation function. The Figure 2.7 below depicts the stages of the
Metamap tool.

Figure 2.7 Stages in a Metamap Pipeline (L-R).

As it can be seen in the above figure, there are 5 stages in the Metamap pipeline. At the end
of the pipeline, we get all the candidate keywords mapped to their MedGen IDs.
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2.5 XML Parsing and Negex File Generation
In the fifth step of SymEx pipeline, an XML file is generated at the end of the Information
Extraction step. This file consists of all the candidate keywords along with their semantic
types [Appendix A Table 1] and their standard names. A Python script [Appendix B C1] is
written to extract the candidate keywords of interest using the Semantic Types. Out of the
133 Semantic Types, we were interested in only 10 [Appendix A Table 2] as stated in [24].
It extracts three types of values from the XML file, namely: Phrase, Candidate Preferred
and Candidate CUI. Phrase refers to the sentence to which the symptoms (keywords)
belonged to, whereas Candidates Preferred are the Standard names of these symptoms and
Candidate CUIs were their MedGen IDs. We used the parse object from the dom class in
python to access the values in the XML file.
In the next step, a negex file is generated. Negex file is used by the Negation Annotator
which will be described in the next section. It consist of three attributes, (i)
Symptom/Keyword name, (ii) the sentence/phrase to which the symptom belongs to, and
(iii) Standard names associated with the symptoms in ontologies or gold standards. All this
information is generated by the Information Extractor in the form of an XML file which is
parsed as described above. The negex file has a csv format; and is later modified by the
negation annotator to contain probabilities of a symptom being a possible candidate with
respect to the sentence’s context (more on this in the next section).

2.6 Negation Annotation
Negation annotation refers to the process of detecting if a keywords belongs to a particular
context. This is achieved by analyzing its occurence in the text as positive or negative. If it
is a negative occurrence, its probability to belong to the context is considered to be very
less and hence it is discarded from the final list. In our tool, we used the Negex algorithm
[33] for the negation annotation. The algorithm was implemented using Python. It depends
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on a negation phrase list or negex triggers, which consist of list of words/phrases to detect
negation in a phrase. If these words are present in any sentence, it is tagged as a negative
sentence. A negative sentence would lead to a negative occurrence of the symptom and
thus deems it to be discarded. The negex algorithm is especially used for the biomedical
text. A quality that separates negex from other algorithms in its league is that it is able to
detect double negatives (eg. That won’t do you no good. [25]).
The step by step process in the negex algorithm is described in the below.
1. Sentence Tokenization was implemented where each sentence per line policy was
used. However, this did not take into account the information across the sentence.
2. Removal of Punctuation was implemented in this stage, but ‘stop words’ were not
discarded as they could be of importance in the phrases.
3. Assigning unique identifiers to the phrases in the sentence. String matching was
used to achieve this. The phrases selected were chosen by the intersection of
ontologies in the The International Statistical Classification of Disease and related
Health Problems. These phrases had the semantic types of “Finding”, “Disease or
Syndrome” and “Mental or Behavioural Dysfunction”.

2.7 Results & Report Generation
The final list of symptoms were displayed on the portal and a reportable option is also
present to generate report for the results. More discussion on this topic is the next section.
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Chapter 3
Results
“The scientific man does not aim at an immediate result. He does not expect that his
advanced ideas will be readily taken up … His duty is to lay the foundation for those who
are to come, and point the way” -Nikola Tesla, source Google
The SymEx, consist of a very simple, elegant and user friendly interface that allows the end
user to enter the clinical text in a textarea provided on the mainpage. When the user enters
the text, it is sent to the Text processing engine first. After cleaning the text in this stage, it
sent to the Information Extraction engine where a first list of symptoms are extracted from
it in the form of a xml file. Then the xml file is parsed to extract these symptoms and used
to create a negex (csv) file. This negex file is fed to the negation annotator (negex
algorithm) where its context analysis takes place. The positive context symptoms from the
negex annotator is included in the final symptoms list and sent to the output portal. The
output interface on the web portal for SymEx display the list of symptoms in a tabular
format. The table also consist of their MedGen [26] IDs along with a print option for the
table, which if clicked will generate a report which is printable by the user.
MedGen is portal developed by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)
[27], with an aim to provide information regarding conditions (diseases/syndromes/medical
conditions) and phenotypes in the field of Medical Genetics. As stated on their portal, the
term in their database has been curated using NIH Genetic Testing Registry (GTR), UMLS,
HPO, Orphanet & ClinVar [28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. The MedGen database provides following
information for the conditions/phenotypes: (i) names, (ii) mode of inheritance, (iii) clinical
features, (iv) map location of the loci affecting the disorder, and (v) identifiers used by
other databases. CUI (concept identifiers) which we use, are provided to search conditions.
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Figure 3.1 Result table displaying the list of symptoms and their MedGen IDs on the SymEx portal

In the above Figure 3.1, we see the tabular format in which the symptoms are displayed on
the SymEx portal. Note that the IDs (CUIs) are hyperlinked to their MedGen identifiers and
print button is provided which onclick generates a report and activates the browser’s print
functionality simultaneously. (Kindly note that the above symptoms have been generated
using a clinical text file present with us locally and is not a part of any medical database).
In the above figure we can see that the conditions displayed can qualify as both a symptom
and a disease/syndrome. This is because diseases/syndromes come under the set of
symptoms and are generally used interchangeably in clinical notations and in the area of
rare diseases.
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Chapter 4
Software Walkthrough
“Good software, like wine, takes time” - Joel Spolsky, source Google

4.1 Home page

Figure 4.1 Home Page view of SymEx

In the above Figure 4.1, (1) is the navbar or navigation bar with links to Home, How it
works, and Contact page. (2) is the information box for the users, describing the tool, its
working, and how to enter the correct input. (3) is the Textarea provided to enter the
clinical text. It has no character limit. (4) is the submit button, whereas (5) directs towards
the contact page.
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4.2 ‘How it works’ page

Figure 4.2 How it works page view of SymEx

In the above Figure 4.2, the How it works page view is shown. (1) indicates to the navbar to
walk between the other pages of the portal. (2) briefly describes the working of SymEx and
provides the user with guidelines/rules for the correct formatting of the text. The guidelines
are as follows:
1. Keep the text in a paragraphical structure rather than key/bullet points structure.
2. Remove all non-ASCII [34] characters from the text.
3. Remove all headings & subheadings if possible.
4. Remove any header/footers in the text, along with the date, authorship, etc.
5. Remove any parenthesis information if not useful. Again SymEx would parse them but it
might/might not fall in the final list. If the parenthesis contains any symptoms/disorder
which are relevant to the context, SymEx may not be able to include it as the NA would not
consider it a part of the sentence's context.
It is mentioned on the page that the user may or may not wish to adhere to these guidelines.
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4.3 Report generated
Since we have previously discussed the results page in the Results chapter, we would
directly move towards the report generated when the user clicks on the Print Table option.
The Figure 4.3 below shows the report generated and its format.

Figure 4.3 Report generated by SymEx

The figure above displays the report generated by the SymEx. The report has a simplistic
format with the current date on the top-left and name of the tool on the top-centre. (1) is the
Symptoms column, and (2) is the MedGen ID column.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Discussion
“Half of science is putting forth the right questions” - Francis Bacon
There are currently a few technologies which have a similar functionality to that of SymEx.
One of these technologies is the FindZebra [35,37] search engine. The FindZebra web
portal consist of a search engine where the user can enter the signs or symptoms and the
portal would display all possible disease results. It has a Information Retrieval system at its
core that searches for the occurence of the symptom in all the files present in its database.
The FindZebra database comprises of around 33,144 documents from eight carefully
curated medical resources (at the time of publication) [Appendix A, Table A.3]. The
ranked disease names (Title of the documents) are generated as a result with the most
potential candidate being the first. Another technology in this domain is the Phenominer
[36] tool. It detects the phenotypes present in the files of medical datasets such as OMIM,
BMC open access collection (http://www.bio-medcentral.com/about/datamining), etc. It has
a state-of-the-art Information Extraction system that extracts the phenotypes and
phenotype-disorders using linguistic patterns. They created a Gold Standard with 4898
phenotypes and 28,155 phenotype-disorders. There are many more technologies such as
Metamap, MedLEE [38], and so on but they are more focussed on Information Extraction
rather than a tool designed to display the symptoms present in medical texts.
Although, SymEx uses a state-of-the-art Information Extraction engine similar to the
Phenominer, but it also consist of a negation annotator (using negex algorithm) to reflect
on its results. Phenominer does not perform context analysis and also does not have a
Graphical User Interface like SymEx. Though, FindZebra does not fall in the same
category as it does not consider clinical text as input; but the fact that it uses Information
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Retrieval makes it lag in the competition where Information Extraction is used. We also
plan to extend SymEx’s functionality in the domain of disease searching through symptoms
(more on this in the Future Scope Chapter). Once it is able to perform this function; it will
outperform FindZebra, due to it concentration to detect diseases using Information
Extraction and not Retrieval.
The SymEx tool would allow the community (especially healthcare professionals) to
extract symptoms/syndromes from the clinical text. This provide give them with a pretty
accurate analysis of the contents of the text. They can use it to get insights into the diseases
and would increase the efficiency as they wouldn’t have to go through the text by
themselves. Since it very easy to user with an interactive graphical interface, its utility is
increased manifolds. It also presents the user with a reportable format which allows them to
directly use it as clinical record. This holistic functionality where a user’s technical skill
level is kept in mind and the s/he is not burdened with technical load to learn, is what
makes SymEx an ideal tool in its domain.
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Chapter 6
Future Scope
“The future depends on what we do in the present” - Mahatma Gandhi, source Google
At present SymEx can extract symptoms/syndromes from clinical text using Information
Extraction. We plan to extend its functionality by :
1. Creating a disease-symptom graph using the OMIM, HPO, etc datasets.
2. Create a search engine where the user can enter a list of symptoms and would be
recommended of the potential diseases.
3. The disease-symptom graph would also provide us with new insights into the
relationship among different diseases.
4. A Graphical Interactive Interface where the user can navigate through the
disease-symptom graph and analyze the connections among the diseases via
symptoms.
5. Add a layer of contextual analysis for the symptoms list.
The above few functionalities would add to the strengths of SymEx and would be really
useful to the community because of its unique and holistic approach. We are also planning
to work on its Time Complexity to make it more efficient. Although anyone can use this
tool but we believe that the healthcare domain will be greatly benefitted by it.
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Appendix A
Tables
Abbreviation

Type Unique Identifier (TUI)

Full Semantic Type Name

aapp

T116

Amino Acid, Peptide, or Protein

acab

T020

Acquired Abnormality

acty

T052

Activity

aggp

T100

Age Group

amas

T087

Amino Acid Sequence

amph

T011

Amphibian

anab

T190

Anatomical Abnormality

anim

T008

Animal

anst

T017

Anatomical Structure

antb

T195

Antibiotic

arch

T194

Archaeon

bacs

T123

Biologically Active Substance

bact

T007

Bacterium

bdsu

T031

Body Substance

bdsy

T022

Body System

bhvr

T053

Behavior

biof

T038

Biologic Function

bird

T012

Bird

blor

T029

Body Location or Region

bmod

T091

Biomedical Occupation or Discipline

bodm

T122

Biomedical or Dental Material
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bpoc

T023

Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component

bsoj

T030

Body Space or Junction

carb

T118

Carbohydrate

celc

T026

Cell Component

celf

T043

Cell Function

cell

T025

Cell

cgab

T019

Congenital Abnormality

chem

T103

Chemical

chvf

T120

Chemical Viewed Functionally

chvs

T104

Chemical Viewed Structurally

clas

T185

Classification

clna

T201

Clinical Attribute

clnd

T200

Clinical Drug

cnce

T077

Conceptual Entity

comd

T049

Cell or Molecular Dysfunction

crbs

T088

Carbohydrate Sequence

diap

T060

Diagnostic Procedure

dora

T056

Daily or Recreational Activity

drdd

T203

Drug Delivery Device

dsyn

T047

Disease or Syndrome

edac

T065

Educational Activity

eehu

T069

Environmental Effect of Humans

eico

T111

Eicosanoid

elii

T196

Element, Ion, or Isotope

emod

T050

Experimental Model of Disease

emst

T018

Embryonic Structure

enty

T071

Entity
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enzy

T126

Enzyme

euka

T204

Eukaryote

evnt

T051

Event

famg

T099

Family Group

ffas

T021

Fully Formed Anatomical Structure

fish

T013

Fish

fndg

T033

Finding

fngs

T004

Fungus

food

T168

Food

ftcn

T169

Functional Concept

genf

T045

Genetic Function

geoa

T083

Geographic Area

gngm

T028

Gene or Genome

gora

T064

Governmental or Regulatory Activity

grpa

T102

Group Attribute

grup

T096

Group

hcpp

T068

Human-caused Phenomenon or Process

hcro

T093

Health Care Related Organization

hlca

T058

Health Care Activity

hops

T131

Hazardous or Poisonous Substance

horm

T125

Hormone

humn

T016

Human

idcn

T078

Idea or Concept

imft

T129

Immunologic Factor

inbe

T055

Individual Behavior

inch

T197

Inorganic Chemical

inpo

T037

Injury or Poisoning
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inpr

T170

Intellectual Product

irda

T130

Indicator, Reagent, or Diagnostic Aid

lang

T171

Language

lbpr

T059

Laboratory Procedure

lbtr

T034

Laboratory or Test Result

lipd

T119

Lipid

mamm

T015

Mammal

mbrt

T063

Molecular Biology Research Technique

mcha

T066

Machine Activity

medd

T074

Medical Device

menp

T041

Mental Process

mnob

T073

Manufactured Object

mobd

T048

Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction

moft

T044

Molecular Function

mosq

T085

Molecular Sequence

neop

T191

Neoplastic Process

nnon

T114

Nucleic Acid, Nucleoside, or Nucleotide

npop

T070

Natural Phenomenon or Process

nsba

T124

Neuroreactive Substance or Biogenic Amine

nusq

T086

Nucleotide Sequence

ocac

T057

Occupational Activity

ocdi

T090

Occupation or Discipline

opco

T115

Organophosphorus Compound

orch

T109

Organic Chemical

orga

T032

Organism Attribute

orgf

T040

Organism Function

orgm

T001

Organism
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orgt

T092

Organization

ortf

T042

Organ or Tissue Function

patf

T046

Pathologic Function

phob

T072

Physical Object

phpr

T067

Phenomenon or Process

phsf

T039

Physiologic Function

phsu

T121

Pharmacologic Substance

plnt

T002

Plant

podg

T101

Patient or Disabled Group

popg

T098

Population Group

prog

T097

Professional or Occupational Group

pros

T094

Professional Society

qlco

T080

Qualitative Concept

qnco

T081

Quantitative Concept

rcpt

T192

Receptor

rept

T014

Reptile

resa

T062

Research Activity

resd

T075

Research Device

rnlw

T089

Regulation or Law

sbst

T167

Substance

shro

T095

Self-help or Relief Organization

socb

T054

Social Behavior

sosy

T184

Sign or Symptom

spco

T082

Spatial Concept

strd

T110

Steroid

tisu

T024

Tissue

tmco

T079

Temporal Concept
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topp

T061

Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure

virs

T005

Virus

vita

T127

Vitamin

vtbt

T010

Vertebrate

Table A.1: This table presents the Semantic Types used by the Metamap tool to tag the candidate keywords..

The above Table A.1 consist of all the Semantic Types that the results (Candidate keywords
and Symptoms) of the Metamap tool are tagged to. There are also Abbreviations and TUIs
associated with each Semantic Type for an easier parsing of the file.
Abbreviation

Type Unique Identifier (TUI)

Full Semantic Type Name

dsyn

T047

Disease or Syndrome

sosy

T184

Sign or Symptom

neop

T191

Neoplastic Process

fngs

T004

Fungus

bact

T007

Bacterium

virs

T005

Virus

cgab

T019

Congenital Abnormality

acab

T020

Acquired Abnormality

lbtr

T034

Laboratory or Test Result

inpo

T037

Injury or Poisoning

Table A.2: This table presents the Semantic Types that SymEx uses to extract candidate symptoms.

The above Table A.2 consist of all the Semantic Types that we were interested in extracting
from the results of the Information Extractor tool. These Semantic Types were chosen on
the basis of the paper, SympGraph: A Framework for Mining Clinical Notes through
Symptom Relation Graphs. All these Semantic names try to cover all the keywords that can
account to being a Symptom, Disease or Disorder.
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Resource

Entries

Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM)

20,369

Genetic and Rare Diseases Information Center (GARD)

4578

Orphanet

2967

Wikipedia

2239

National Organization for Rare Disorders (NORD)

1230

Genetics Home Reference

626

Madisons Foundation Rare Pedriatic Disease Database

522

About.com Rare Disease Database

316

Health on the Net Foundation Rare Disease Database

183

Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare

114

Table A.3: This table display the medical resources used by the FindZebra tool

The above Table A.3 consist of all the medical resources used by the FindZebra tool. The
tool used the documents from these databases to retrieve results. Once the user entered
keyword is found in any of the documents from the above databases, it is extracted as a
potential result candidate and its title is retrieved to display it as a disease result on the
web-portal.
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Appendix B
Code/Scripts
The scripts below are written in Python and carry a certain functionality with respect to the
tool, SymEx. These are not the complete collection of scripts used during this work. Due to
the content constraint, many codes have not been included. Two scripts which might be
useful for a user have been tried to be included here.
C1: xmlParseMM.py : To parse the xml output from the Information Extractor
from xml.dom.minidom import parse
import os
import sys
sys.path.append('/home/shrey/Downloads/thesis_site/mysite/webapp/negex_python')
from wrapper import run_negex
def parse_xml():
#os.chmod('/home/shrey/Downloads/thesis_site/mysite/webapp/Scripts/Files/Tempfile.txt.out', 0777)
xmldoc = open('/home/shrey/Downloads/thesis_site/mysite/webapp/Scripts/Files/Tempfile.txt.out',
'a')
xmldoc.write('</MMOs>')
xmldoc.close()
xmldoc = open('/home/shrey/Downloads/thesis_site/mysite/webapp/Scripts/Files/Tempfile.txt.out',
'r')
xmldoc.seek(0)
domobj = parse(xmldoc)
blocklist = domobj.getElementsByTagName('Utterance')
symtypeACR = {'dsyn','sosy','neop','fngs','bact','virs','cgab','acab','lbtr','inpo'}
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fileobj = open('/home/shrey/Downloads/thesis_site/mysite/webapp/Scripts/Files/Negex.csv','w')
colname = 'Report No.'+'\t'+'Concept'+'\t'+'Sentence'+'\t'+'Standard Name'
fileobj.write(colname)
fileobj.write('\n')

for blocks in blocklist:
sentence = blocks.getElementsByTagName('UttText')
phraselist = blocks.getElementsByTagName('Phrase')
#print sentence[0].childNodes[0].nodeValue
for phrases in phraselist:
phrasetxt = phrases.getElementsByTagName('PhraseText')
#print phrases.childNodes[0].nodeValue
candidatelist = phrases.getElementsByTagName('Candidate')
for candidate in candidatelist:
candidatepref = candidate.getElementsByTagName('CandidatePreferred')
semtype = candidate.getElementsByTagName('SemType')
CUI = candidate.getElementsByTagName('CandidateCUI')
if semtype[0].childNodes[0].nodeValue in symtypeACR:
#print
phrasetxt[0].childNodes[0].nodeValue+"||||"+candidatepref[0].childNodes[0].nodeValue+"||||"+semtype[0].chi
ldNodes[0].nodeValue+"||||"+sentence[0].childNodes[0].nodeValue
#print "\n"
#print "\n"
str =
CUI[0].childNodes[0].nodeValue+'\t'+phrasetxt[0].childNodes[0].nodeValue+'\t'+sentence[0].childNodes[0].
nodeValue+'\t'+candidatepref[0].childNodes[0].nodeValue
fileobj.write(str)
fileobj.write('\n')
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fileobj.close()
symdict = {}
symdict = run_negex()
return symdict

#if __name__ == '__main__': main()

C2: wrapper.py : To execute the negation annotator [39]
from negex import *
import csv
import pandas as pd
def run_negex():
    rfile = open(r'/home/shrey/Downloads/thesis_site/mysite/webapp/Scripts/negex_triggers.txt')
    irules = sortRules(rfile.readlines())
    csvobj = open('/home/shrey/Downloads/thesis_site/mysite/webapp/Scripts/Files/Negex.csv','rb')
    csvdata = csvobj.read()
    #print csvdata
    csvobj.close()
    reports = csv.reader(open(r'/home/shrey/Downloads/thesis_site/mysite/webapp/Scripts/Files/Negex.csv','r'),
delimiter = '\t')
    #for row in reports:
    #    print row
    reports.next()
    reportNum = 0
    correctNum = 0
    ofile = open(r'/home/shrey/Downloads/thesis_site/mysite/webapp/Scripts/negex_output.txt', 'w')
    output = []
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    outputfile = csv.writer(ofile, delimiter = '\t')
    count = 1
    for report in reports:
        #print count
        #print report
        tagger = negTagger(sentence = report[2], phrases = [report[1]], rules = irules, negP=False)
        report.append(tagger.getNegTaggedSentence())
        report.append(tagger.getNegationFlag())
        report = report + tagger.getScopes()
        reportNum += 1
        if report[3].lower() == report[5]:
            correctNum +=1
        output.append(report)
        count += 1
    #if (float(reportNum) != 0.0):
    #outputfile.writerow(['Percentage correct:', float(correctNum)/float(reportNum)])
    for row in output:
        if row:
            outputfile.writerow(row)
    ofile.close()
    symlist = []
    collist = ['v1','v2','v3','v4','v5','v6','v7','v8','v9','v10','v11','v12','v13','v14','v15','v16','v17','v18','v19','v20']
    df = pd.read_csv('/home/shrey/Downloads/thesis_site/mysite/webapp/Scripts/negex_output.txt', sep='\t',
header=None, index_col=None, names = collist)
    #print df
    df1 = df.loc[df['v6'] == 'affirmed', ('v1','v4')]
    df2 = df1.drop_duplicates(subset=None, keep='first', inplace=False)
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    #symdict = df2.set_index('v1').to_dict()
    symdict = dict(zip(df2.v1, df2.v4))
    #print symdict
    #symlist = df.ix[:, 1].tolist()
    #symset = set(symlist)
    #newsymlist = list(symset)
    #for el in newsymlist:
    #    print el
    return symdict
#if __name__ == '__main__': main()
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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